Door•Gard™
SSW-iLM Secured Series

SSW-iLM™
Aluminum Finish Mullion Keypad
Part # SSW-iLM-AL

SSW-iLM™
Bronze Finish Mullion Keypad
Part # SSW-iLM-BZ

SSW-iLM keypads can be used with all IEI Secured Series products or any 26-bit Wiegand access control panel. These keypads are elegantly designed, with backlit keys suitable for indoor and outdoor applications. Each keypad demonstrates superior durability in any environment. The SSW-iLM keypads mount directly to mullion doorframes or any flat surface. No backbox required. In addition, for convenient installation the SSW-iLM keypads feature a separate doorbell key and relay. Durability, ease-of-installation, and attractive design make the SSW-iLM a solid addition to IEI’s unmatched array of keypads and front ends.

Satisfy and Simplify Your Access Control Requirements

- Quick and Easy IEI installation
- Programming at the Keypad
- Use with IEI Secured Series or any 26 bit Wiegand System
- Doorbell Key
Features:
- Encapsulated Electronics
- Backlit Illuminated Hardened Keys
- Doorbell Key
- Compatible with all IEI Secured Series products
- 26-bit Wiegand Output
- Visual and Audible Keypress Feedback

Benefits:
- Durable in any environment
- Keys easy to see in poorly lit environment
- Doorbell key included for easy installation
- Integrates into most access control systems
- Easy to install
- High Reliability

212iLM Keypad Specifications:
- Users: 120
- Inputs: One request-to-exit
- Operating voltage: 5-12 Volts DC (self-regulating)
- Size: 1.71" x 6.48" x 1.125"
- Relays: 1R SPDT 5 Amp
- Duty Cycle: Medium

Applications:
Industrial, Commercial, Residential

Available Models:
Part # SSWiLM-AL (Aluminum Finish)
Part # SSWiLM-BZ (Bronze Finish)

*Both Mullion enclosures are certified by Builders Hardware Manufacturers Association, Inc. (BHMA)